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Uncertainty prevails

- The shock decision of the UK to leave the European Union (EU) has plunged global markets into turmoil, as uncertainty over the future impact of the outcome has subjected the valuation of financial assets to considerable volatility. The result has forced market participants to re-evaluate the fundamental outlook for their asset allocations with very little clarity on the final trade and business agreements between the UK and the EU. Matters have been made worse by the absence of strong political leadership in the wake of the result, with both leading parties in the UK engaging in divisive infighting. For investors, this uncertain environment offers a multitude of tactical trading opportunities across asset classes, as near term price movements are likely to reflect sentiment rather than clear cut fundamentals. Below we explore the key themes that we expect to emerge in coming months and the relevant Exchange Traded Products (ETPs) that can be used to express these views.

Currencies: Safe havens buoyed by Brexit

- Following the referendum result, risk averse sentiment has dominated trading activity on currency markets, with the GBP/JPY currency pair (a good barometer of market confidence) experiencing a 14.5% fall since Thursday’s close. Underlying Brexit-induced uncertainty has been responsible for a jump in broader FX market volatility to levels last experienced during the height of the Eurozone debt crisis three years ago (see Figure 1). The prevailing theme of risk aversion is likely to characterise FX markets at least until the Conservative party announces a new leader and trade negotiations commence. The party’s executive committee has suggested that David Cameron’s successor will not be announced until the 9th September, which would imply over two months of ongoing ambiguity.

Figure 1: Brexit boosts volatility Sterling

- In the next few months, we expect weaker macroeconomic data releases from the UK and concerns over the future economic health of the wider EU to keep the GBP and EUR offered, particularly against perceived safe havens like the JPY, CHF and USD. For those investors who wish to hedge against further Sterling downside there is ETFS Bearish GBP vs G10 Currency Basket Securities (SGGB), which offers short exposure to the GBP against a trade weighted basket of G10 currencies. For other more tactically motivated investors that wish to gain from risk-off sentiment in coming months, there is ETFS 3x Long JPY Short GBP (JPP3) which offers leveraged exposure to the daily performance of a short position in GBP against the JPY which

*All figures quoted are sourced from Bloomberg unless stated otherwise.
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has recently benefitted from Sterling weakness. Alternatively, to express a more broad based bearish view on the Sterling there is ETFS Bearish GBP vs G10 Currency Basket Securities (SGGB), which offers exposure to the GBP against a trade weighted basket of G10 currencies.

**Commodities: Precious metals shine**

- Within the commodity complex, the precious metals sector has exhibited the strongest response to the Brexit, climbing on average 2% since the vote to leave. Risk aversion amongst market participants has driven long positions in gold and silver to record highs as investors seek a safe store of value. We expect that with the market positioned so bullishly towards the precious metals complex and uncertainty likely to remain an underlying market theme for some time, we could see scope for further upside, particularly for gold. According to our model estimates, present conditions could see gold rise as high as $1,440/oz over the next 12 months, 9% upside from current levels (see [Gold’s fair value at US$1440 as uncertainty reigns](#)).

- The largest and most liquid gold ETPs in Europe are ETFS Physical Gold (PHAU) and Gold Bullion Securities (GBS) which have seen a combined US$2.0bn of net inflows year to date, the largest inflows of any commodity ETP in the region.

**Equities: Negotiations dictate earning prospects**

- In Europe, financial and industrial sectors have, until now, borne the brunt of Brexit related worries and led benchmark equity indices lower. These sectors have suffered as they are directly exposed to concerns over the future level of European economic growth and the ongoing stability of the continent’s financial system. Unfortunately, these anxieties are unlikely to be placated until negotiations occur and so we expect further volatility in the months ahead.

- Investors can trade oscillations in the European equity market using ETFS 3x Daily Long Euro Stoxx 50 (EUL3) and ETFS 3x Daily Short Euro Stoxx 50 (EUS3) which offers leveraged exposure to the daily performance of large cap stocks in the Eurozone.

**Investors wishing to express the investment views outlined above may consider using the following ETF Securities ETPs:**

**Currency ETPs**

**GBP Base**
- ETFS Long EUR Short GBP (GBUR)
- ETFS Short EUR Long GBP (URGB)
- ETFS Long USD Short GBP (GBUS)
- ETFS Short USD Long GBP (USGB)

**USD Base**
- ETFS Long GBP Short USD (LGBP)
- ETFS Short GBP Long USD (SGBP)

**3x**
- ETFS 3x Long GBP Short EUR (EGB3)
- ETFS 3x Short GBP Long EUR (GBE3)
- ETFS 3x Long GBP Short USD (LGBP)
- ETFS 3x Short GBP Long USD (SGB3)

**5x**
- ETFS 5x Long GBP Short EUR (EGB5)
- ETFS 5x Short GBP Long EUR (GBE5)

**Basket**
ETF Securities
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- ETFS Bullish GBP vs G10 Currency Basket Securities (LGBB)
- ETFS Bearish GBP vs G10 Currency Basket Securities (SGBB)

**Equity ETPs**

- ETFS FTSE 100® Super Short Strategy (Daily 2x) GO UCITS ETF (SUK2)
- ETFS FTSE 100® Leveraged (Daily 2x) GO UCITS ETF (LUK2)

- ETFS DAX® Daily 2x Long GO UCITS ETF (DEL2)
- ETFS DAX® Daily 2x Short GO UCITS ETF (DES2)

- ETFS 3x Daily Long FTSE 100 (UK3L)
- ETFS 3x Daily Short FTSE 100 (UK3S)
- ETFS 3x Daily Long DAX 30 (GY3L)
- ETFS 3x Daily Short DAX 30 (GY3S)
- ETFS 3x Daily Long CAC 40 (FR3L)
- ETFS 3x Daily Short CAC 40 (FR3S)
- ETFS 3x Daily Long FTSE MIB (IT3L)
- ETFS 3x Daily Short FTSE MIB (IT3S)
- ETFS 3x Daily Long Euro Stoxx 50 (EU3S)
- ETFS 3x Daily Short Euro Stoxx 50 (EUL3)

The complete ETF Securities product list can be found [here](#).
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The information contained in this communication is for your general information only and is neither an offer for sale nor a solicitation of an offer to buy securities. This communication should not be used as the basis for any investment decision. Historical performance is not an indication of future performance and any investments may go down in value.
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This communication may contain independent market commentary prepared by ETFS UK based on publicly available information. Although ETFS UK endeavours to ensure the accuracy of the content in this communication, ETFS UK does not warrant or guarantee its accuracy or correctness. Any third party data providers used to source the information in this communication make no warranties or representation of any kind relating to such data. Where ETFS UK has expressed its own opinions related to product or market activity, these views may change. Neither ETFS UK, nor any affiliate, nor any of their respective, officers, directors, partners, or employees accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss arising from any use of this publication or its contents.

ETFS UK is required by the FCA to clarify that it is not acting for you in any way in relation to the investment or investment activity to which this communication relates. In particular, ETFS UK will not provide any investment services to you and or advise you on the merits of, or make any recommendation to you in relation to, the terms of any transaction. No representative of ETFS UK is authorised to behave in any way which would lead you to believe otherwise. ETFS UK is not, therefore, responsible for providing you with the protections afforded to its clients and you should seek your own independent legal, investment and tax or other advice as you see fit.

Short and/or leveraged exchange-traded products are only intended for investors who understand the risks involved in investing in a product with short and/or leveraged exposure and who intend to invest on a short term basis. Potential losses from short and leveraged exchange-traded products may be magnified in comparison to products that provide an unleveraged exposure. Please refer to the section entitled “Risk Factors” in the relevant prospectus for further details of these and other risks.

Neither the index provider referred to herein nor its licensor make any warranty or representation whatsoever either as to the results obtained from use of the index and/or the figures at which such index stand at any particular day or otherwise. The index provider shall not be liable to any person for any errors or significant delays in the index nor shall be under any obligation to advise any person of any error or significant delay therein.
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